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Learning. to see as an. artist
Member Foczas:  Ginny Baughman, a

freelance artist in Westerville for the “Tkre is never a student that
past six years, has a bachelor’s of fine cannot learn to draw as lung as
arts degree with a teaching certification he or she has the right kind of
frum the University of Dayton. Her
noted w&-k includes drawings of many instruction and an open mind.
Westerville area homes and buildings What the- student a&.&$‘needs
over the past several years. Two years
ago, she began teaching drawing and

to learn is how to be’tter se& what
other art classes for the Westervitle they draw, ”
Pa& and Recreation Depbrtment and
at fnniswood Metro Gardens.

-Ginny Baughman
WestervIlle  artist and art instructor

By GINNY BAllGHMAN f

For the News & Public Opinion handle learning realism. There.are,

When I meet someone and I am
however, those few exceptional children
who can draw at an adult level at an

introduced as an artist and a drawing
teacher, usually their first response is:

early age. Before this age of reality,

“I wish I could draw.” Why do most
though, children should be allowed to

people believe that they can't' draw?
create their own interpretations of

When usually they haven’t even tried.
objects whether or not they are realistic.

With the right type of drawing instruc-
They should be given tremendous

tion anyone can learn to draw.
amount of encouragement and

I have come to believe that there are
reinforcement for whatever they create.

two types of drawing students: those
Encouragement for their drawing

who come to it naturally and those who
holds true for an artist of any age. A

have to work at
beginning artist especially should be

learning to draw.
given as much

For those of us in
positive reinforce-

the latter group,
ment as possible.

we are the major-
It is so easy for a

ity. There is never
new artist to get
frustrated with

a student that
cannot learn to

negative criticism

draw as long as
and quit. This also

he or she has the .
is true for person-
al criticism. An

right kind of instruction and an open artist must be critical of their work but
mind. What the student actually needs
to learn is how to better see what they

not too criticaf or they could easily

draw. As I always tell my students,
give up on their artwork.

“Draw .what you see, not what you
The best thing that a parent OF begin-

think you see.”
ning artist can do to promote proper

I often find children easier to teach
drawing development is to always

than adults because they  worry less
encourage expressive freedom. Filling in

about what they can and cannot do.
coloring book outlines and copying pre-

They are not as interested in what their
determined images, although enjoyable,

artwork looks like as much as they just
may do little to encourage artist cre-

love the pure act of creating it. Chil-
ativity. A person must be able to learn
to see and create as a true artist does.

dren of any age should be encouraged
to create freely. They should be given

This task may be easier than it sounds,
if a student can learn to observe care-

plain paper and crayons to work with
and not just coloring books with pre-

fully what they are drawing and prac-

determined outlines. I have discovered,
tice  their drawing constantly. Maybe if

however, that a child shouldn’t be
they don’t become the next Leonardo

forced into realistic drawing before they
DaVinci,  they will, at the very least,
d

are at the proper stage of development.
arive much pleasure and personai

Parents are usually so anxious for
satisfaction from what they have creat-
ed.

: their kids to learn to draw that they
will expect perfectly realistic artwork W&em& Arts Line, a regular feature

i from them before they are ready to pro- of the Wes~-~itk  News  & Public Opin-
; duce such artwork. It seems that 5) iron, if provided by the Westerville Area

years old is the age that students can Arts Commission+


